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Ultrafast photonic signal processing based on Fourier optics principles offers exciting possibilities to go
beyond the processing speeds of electronics technologies for applications in high-speed fiber communi-
cations and ultrawideband wireless. I review our recent work on processing of ultrafast optical signals via
conversion between time, space, and optical frequency (Fourier) domains. Specific topics include optical
arbitrary waveform generation, application of optical pulse shaping technologies for wavelength-parallel
compensation of fiber transmission impairments and for experimental studies of optical code-division
multiple-access communications, and application of photonic methods for precompensation of dispersion
effects in wireless transmission of radio-frequency signals over ultrawideband antenna links. © 2008
Optical Society of America

OCIS codes: 320.5540, 060.7140, 320.5520.

1. Introduction

Emmett Leith, in whose memory this journal feature
issue is dedicated, was a pioneer of the fields of in-
formation optics, holography, optical signal process-
ing, and imaging [1–4]. Much of his work drew
heavily on the natural ability of optics to perform
Fourier transforms in the spatial domain, e.g., in
holographic recording of an object’s Fourier spectrum
or in correlation processing via spatial filtering at a
Fourier plane. His research was concerned both with
applications to information that was inherently opti-
cal (e.g., optical imaging) and to information in the
microwave domain that could be processed optically
(e.g., synthetic aperture radar). During the latter
part of his career, he was also active in research in
which Fourier principles in the time and optical fre-
quency domains were exploited for imaging in scat-
tering media via holographic range gating [5].

This paper surveys the author’s research on Fou-
rier processing of ultrafast (picosecond and femtosec-
ond) time-domain optical signals. As sketched in Fig.
1, this research exploits mappings and transforms
between fields in the spatial, temporal, and optical
frequency domains. In particular, this paper focuses
on methods for ultrafast optical waveform synthesis

and signal processing based on spatial manipulation
of the dispersed optical frequency spectra of femto-
second pulses. Using these methods, femtosecond
pulses can be engineered into complex optical signals
according to specification. A key point is that wave-
form synthesis is achieved by parallel modulation in
the frequency domain, which is achieved by spatial
modulation of the spatially dispersed optical fre-
quency spectrum. Thus, waveforms with effective se-
rial modulation bandwidths as high as terahertz can
be generated and manipulated without requiring any
ultrafast modulators.

As applications of such optical processing methods,
we discuss compensation of fiber transmission im-
pairments, including both chromatic dispersion and
polarization-mode dispersion, as well as novel optical
communication systems based on encoding and decod-
ing of ultrafast pulses. These examples exploit time–
frequency Fourier techniques to perform matched
filtering processing of ultrafast pulsed signals, in close
analogy with the spatial Fourier techniques used by
Leith and his colleagues for correlation processing
of spatial domain optical signals. We also discuss
experiments in which we have applied time-domain
Fourier pulse processing technology for generation
of arbitrarily-shaped radio-frequency (RF) electrical
waveforms and compensation of chromatic dispersion
in wireless transmission of ultrawideband RF signals
over broadband antenna links. Again, this use of time-
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domain optical processing for manipulation of RF elec-
trical signals may be seen as broadly analogous to the
much earlier use of spatial-domain optical processing
for manipulation of microwave (radar) signals.

2. Optical Pulse Shaping

We first discuss femtosecond pulse shaping, in which
powerful Fourier synthesis methods are utilized to
generate almost arbitrarily shaped femtosecond op-
tical waveforms [6,7]. As sketched in Fig. 2(a), in
pulse shaping an incident femtosecond pulse is
spread into its constituent spectral components by a
grating and lens. A spatially patterned mask then
modulates the phase and amplitude of the spatially
dispersed spectral components. After the spectral
components are recombined by a second lens and
grating, a shaped output pulse is obtained, with the
pulse shape given by the Fourier transform of the
pattern transferred by the mask onto the spectrum.
Examples of shaped pulses are shown in Figs. 2(b)
and 2(c). Pulse shaping masks were originally imple-
mented by using microlithographic patterning tech-
niques and subsequently by using programmable
spatial light modulators, acousto-optic modulators
[8], holographic masks, and deformable mirrors. In
our laboratory, pulse shaping is normally performed
using programmable liquid crystal modulator arrays
[9,10] that allow independent, simultaneous gray-
level control of both spectral amplitude and phase.
Pulse shaping is now used in laboratories around the
world for a broad range of applications, including
coherent control over ultrafast physical processes,
high field physics, nonlinear optical biomedical imag-
ing, and high-speed communications. A review of
some of these applications is given in Refs. [7,11].

In our work and in the examples described below,
we generally emphasize manipulation of spectral
phase, which, compared to other spectral parameters,
arguably has the most fundamental impact on
temporal waveforms. We note, however, that spec-
tral amplitude filtering, using optical arrangements
based on that of Fig. 2, is commonly employed in
wavelength-division multiplexed (WDM) optical com-
munications for subsystems such as spectral gain
equalizers and reconfigurable optical add–drop mul-
tiplexers [12]. Furthermore, polarization pulse shap-

ing, in which the spectral or temporal polarization
profile of a pulse is manipulated, has become a topic
of significant current interest [13]. Polarization pulse
shaping has applications both in fundamental areas
such as attosecond pulse generation and coherent
control and in technology, such as our work on com-
pensation of polarization mode dispersion (PMD)
(discussed later in this paper).

3. Pulse Processing for Ultrafast Fiber Optics

Pulse shaping technology provides the possibility not
only to synthesize ultrafast optical waveforms ac-
cording to user specification, but also to process such
signals. In particular, pulse shapers may be pro-
grammed to act as matched filters for waveforms
with specific spectral phase signatures, resulting in
compression of chirped or distorted input signals to
the bandwidth limit. In the following, three applica-
tions of such matched filtering relevant to ultrafast
fiber communications are described.

A. Chromatic Dispersion Compensation

An interesting first example centers on compensation
of chromatic dispersion, which broadens the dura-

Fig. 1. (Color online) Parallel processing of ultrafast time-domain
optical signals is accomplished via frequency-domain manipula-
tion, which is implemented by hardware mapping of optical fre-
quency onto a spatial axis.

Fig. 2. (Color online) (a) Femtosecond pulse-shaping apparatus
and examples of shaped pulses: (b) an ultrafast optical data
packet with effective modulation rate of 2.5 THz, and (c) a deter-
ministic femtosecond pseudonoise burst used in studies of optical
code-division multiple-access communications.
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tions of ultrashort pulses sent through fiber optic
links. Unless compensated, such broadening leads to
intersymbol interference that limits the bit rates of
high-speed optical fiber communication links. Physi-
cally, chromatic dispersion represents a frequency-
dependent (or wavelength-dependent) group velocity.
Such group velocity dispersion can also be expressed
in terms of the frequency-dependent delay ���� and
frequency-dependent phase ����, which are related
through the relation

���� � �
��

��
. (1)

Hence, if a pulse experiences chromatic dispersion
����, one can compensate for the resulting broadening
by programming a pulse shaper to impose a spectral
phase function equal and opposite to that specified in
Eq. (1).

A block diagram of experiments demonstrating
such dispersion compensation is shown in Fig. 3.
Here a programmable pulse shaper was used to com-
plement fiber dispersion compensation techniques in
propagating sub-500 fs pulses over optical fiber links
ranging from 3 km in early experiments to 50 km
most recently [14–16]. In all cases the link consisted
of a length of standard single-mode fiber (SMF) con-
catenated to an approximately matching length of
dispersion compensating fiber (DCF). Since SMF and
DCF have dispersion with opposite signs at the op-
erating wavelength, the fiber lengths can be adjusted
to cancel all of the lowest order dispersion (i.e., phase
varying quadratically with frequency). In addition,
since the derivatives of the dispersion with respect to
frequency also have opposite signs, the dispersion
slope (i.e., cubic spectral phase variations) can be
partially compensated. In the experiments in Ref.
[16], �460 fs input pulses at 1542 nm center wave-
length are first broadened ten thousand times to
�5 ns in propagating through the SMF, then recom-
pressed by the DCF to within a factor of 2 of the input
pulse duration. Intensity cross-correlation measure-
ments of the input pulse and output pulse after 50 km
fiber propagation are shown in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b),
respectively. The remaining broadening and distor-
tion of the output pulse are characteristic of cubic
spectral phase variation. At this point the pulse
shaper is used to apply a spectral phase function that
is equal and opposite to the estimated residual phase
variation. Both the actual applied phase function,
which is a cubic function modulo 2� [Fig. 4(e)], as well

as the unwrapped version showing a continuous cubic
phase [Fig. 4(d)], are plotted for purposes of illustra-
tion. Application of the inverse spectral phase func-
tion results in a completely recompressed pulse with
essentially the original pulse duration ��470 fs� and
no observable distortion [Fig. 4(c)]. Thus, in these
experiments all-fiber techniques are used for coarse
dispersion compensation, while a programmable
pulse shaper is used as a spectral phase equalizer
to fine tune away any remaining dispersion. In a
completely analogous fashion, programmable pulse
shapers are now used extensively in compensation of
residual dispersion in chirped pulse amplifier sys-
tems and in few-cycle pulse generation.

B. Polarization-Mode Dispersion Compensation

We have also performed a series of experiments in
which a pulse shaper is used to compensate for
polarization-mode dispersion (PMD) in optical fiber.
PMD arises from small and essentially random bire-
fringences in single-mode optical fiber [17,18]. Some
of the basics of PMD may be understood on the basis
of a random wave plate model, illustrated in Fig. 5.
Here each wave plate is assumed to have a differen-
tial delay �� between its birefringent axes, and dif-
ferent wave plates are assumed to have random
rotation angles. The delay experienced by an input
signal depends on the input polarization and experi-
ences essentially a random walk process. The mean
differential group delay observed at the output scales
as ���N, where N is the number of wave plates. This
corresponds to the finding that in real fibers, the
mean differential group delay contributed by PMD
scales as the square root of fiber length. PMD-
induced impairments of optical fiber transmission

Fig. 3. (Color online) Block diagram of femtosecond dispersion
compensation experiments in which a pulse shaper functions as a
spectral phase equalizer.

Fig. 4. Distortionless transmission over 50 km fiber via spectral
phase equalization. Intensity correlation measurements of (a) in-
put pulse, (b) distorted pulse after propagation through 50 km fiber
and partial compensation by dispersion compensating fiber, and (c)
restored pulse after spectral phase equalization in a pulse shaper.
(d) Unwrapped and (e) actual spectral phase profile programmed
onto the liquid crystal modulator.
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systems at 10 Gbit�s data rates and (especially)
higher, as well as possible compensation of such im-
pairments, is the subject of intense research interest.

We have been interested in compensation of PMD
for subpicosecond pulses with large PMD (distortions
significantly greater than the pulse duration). When
PMD is large, it produces complex pulse distortions
involving a frequency-dependent scrambling of the
optical polarization state as well as frequency- and
polarization-dependent delays. For small PMD (dis-
tortions small compared to the pulse duration), PMD
is usually treated in a Taylor series expansion frame-
work in optical frequency and characterized as first-
order PMD, second-order PMD, etc. Most work on
PMD compensators has focused on the first-order
PMD regime. However, for large delay distortions
bands and sufficiently broad optical bandwidths, the
Taylor series expansion breaks down, and an
all-order PMD description, in which the signal expe-
riences arbitrary frequency-dependent delay and po-
larization distortions, is necessary. In our work we
adopt this all-order view and aim to sense and correct
polarization state and spectral phase in parallel on a
wavelength by wavelength basis. Our experiments, to
our knowledge, are the first to demonstrate full com-
pensation of PMD in the “all-order” regime [19,20].

Experimental results are illustrated in Fig. 6. Here
clean input pulses, with �600 fs duration and spec-
tral content from 1542 nm to 1556 nm, are coupled
into a home-made PMD emulator with 1.5 ps mean
differential group delay. The upper plots show
Poincare sphere representations of the frequency-
dependent state of polarization (SOP). The input
pulse prior to the emulator has a frequency-
independent SOP, corresponding to a single point on
the Poincare sphere (not shown). After the emulator,
the SOP exhibits a complex, frequency-dependent
trajectory on the Poincare sphere, which is char-
acteristic of PMD in the all-order regime. The
frequency-dependent state of polarization is mea-
sured using a home-built wavelength-parallel polar-
imeter [21] and then corrected using a pulse shaper
setup, configured such that arbitrary input polariza-
tion may be transformed to a fixed linear state (in-
dependently and in parallel for each optical frequency
component). As a result, the corrected SOP spectrum

is restored to approximately a single point on the
Poincare sphere. The insertion loss of the state-of-
polarization pulse shaper is approximately 7.6 dB.
Now we examine the pulse distortion in the time
domain, shown in the middle and lower rows of Fig. 6.
The clean sub-600 fs input pulses are significantly
distorted and spread to several picoseconds as a re-
sult of the PMD. Note that the intensity profile of the
distorted pulse is actually the sum of the intensities
measured separately on two orthogonal polarization
basis states. After SOP correction, the pulse is not yet
compensated and in fact exhibits further broadening.
This is expected as the spectral phase is not yet cor-
rected, and the polarization correction operation in
the pulse shaper adds additional spectral phase.
However, the SOP correction transforms the compli-
cated vector pulse distortion problem into a scalar
generalized dispersion compensation problem. Using
a second pulse shaper to compensate the spectral
phase (4.5 dB insertion loss), as in Subsection 3.A,
restores a clean input pulse, with duration similar to
that of the input pulse.

Our overall PMD compensation experiment may be
viewed as a vector and ultrafast time-domain gener-
alization of the Fourier-optic matched filtering and
correlation processing techniques known since the
1960s for processing of spatial domain optical signals.

C. Ultrashort Pulse Optical Code-Division Multiple Access

In a third example, we apply pulse shapers for exper-
imental studies of optical code-division multiple-
access (O-CDMA) lightwave communications. CDMA
derives from radio frequency (RF) spread spectrum
communications [22], originally developed for mili-
tary applications due to an inherent low probability of
intercept and immunity to interference, and more
recently a key technology for commercial RF cellular
radio applications. Although still exploratory, re-
search aimed at extending CDMA to the optical do-
main (O-CDMA) is a topic of strong current interest.
In O-CDMA, different users whose signals may be
overlapped both in time and frequency share a com-
mon communications medium; multiple access is
achieved by assigning different, minimally interfer-
ing code sequences to different CDMA transmitters,
which must subsequently be detected in the presence
of multiaccess interference from other users. Com-
pared to mainstream optical communications ap-
proaches, such as time-division multiplexing and
wavelength-division multiplexing, O-CDMA is of in-
terest due to intriguing possibilities for simplified
and decentralized network control, potential im-
proved spectral efficiency, soft-limited capacity, phys-
ical layer security, and increased flexibility in the
granularity of bandwidth that can be provisioned
[23].

Since RF-CDMA works with typical carrier fre-
quencies in the �1 GHz range and bit rates of the
order of �100 kbits�s, current electronic technologies
can easily provide coding techniques and long tem-
poral codes ��1000 chips) for each bit, which is crit-
ical to support a large number of potential users. In

Fig. 5. Random wave-plate picture of polarization-mode disper-
sion. Each wave plate is assumed to have a differential delay ��
between birefringent axes.
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addition, the system bit error rate requirement is
usually not so strict for RF-CDMA. In contrast, the
need to perform encoding and decoding for O-CDMA
poses one immediate challenge both because of the
optical carrier frequency and the much higher bit
rates (multiple Gbits�s per user), which already ap-
proaches the limit of electronic processing. Therefore,
innovative all-optical processing technologies are
needed.

One of the earliest approaches to achieve encoding
and decoding at the high rates needed for optical
communications is spectral phase encoding, first an-
alyzed in Ref. [24]. Here a pulse shaper is used to
impart a spectral phase code onto the optical spec-
trum. For the case of a pseudorandom phase code,
this transforms a bandwidth-limited input pulse into
a pseudonoise burst in time, such as shown in Fig.
2(c). At the receiver a second pulse shaper can be

programmed with a conjugate phase code, such that
incoming signals with the matching code are recom-
pressed (decoded) into short pulses. Multiaccess in-
terference from other users with different codes is
not correctly decoded and hence remains in the form
of low intensity pseudonoise signals. The desired
(matching) signal can then be picked out on the basis
of its higher peak intensity.

References [25,26] provide recent reviews of
O-CMDA, with an emphasis on experimental
progress in spectral phase encoded approaches. Fig-
ure 7 shows the schematic experimental setup for
four-user O-CDMA data transmission experiments at
2.5 Gbits�s and 10 Gbits�s per user performed in the
author’s laboratory at Purdue University [27,28]. An
actively mode-locked fiber laser followed by a disper-
sion decreasing fiber soliton compressor producing
nearly transform-limited �0.4 ps pulses at 10 GHz

Fig. 6. Data on all-order PMD compensation. The top row displays SOP versus wavelength before and after PMD compensation. The
middle and the bottom rows show the time-domain waveforms at the input, and after each PMD compensation step.
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repetition rate centered near 1542 nm is used as
the pulse source. Pseudorandom data at either 2.5
Gbits�s or 10 Gbits�s is impressed onto the pulse
using an integrated intensity modulator for on–off
keying. For three users, the modulated ultrashort
pulses are input into programmable fiber-coupled
pulse shapers for spectral phase encoding. A fourth
uncoded user path is also present as an additional
interference channel. The receiver also contains a
programmable fiber-coupled pulse shaper, which is
used to select (decode) the desired user channel. Fig-
ure 8 demonstrates the ability to properly decode any
of the four user channels by the correct selection
of decoder spectral phase code; here, a length-31
maximal-length-sequence code. The figure shows in-
tensity cross correlation measurements measured di-
rectly after the decoder. Clearly in each case a strong
intensity contrast is obtained for the selected code
waveform, relative to the unmatched multiaccess in-
teference. It is interesting to point out that a partic-
ular improperly decoded user has different waveform
structures when different channels are selected for
decoding, as shown in the insets.

Note that in this experiment, the pulses from each
user are roughly separated by �25 ps in a time-

slotted O-CDMA scheme; there is no need for precise
control of the time offsets. In general, O-CDMA
experiments have ranged from fully synchronous
(which allows best suppression of multiaccess inter-
ference and hence highest performance, at the cost of
increased complexity in implementation and network
management) to fully asynchronous (simplest in
terms of implementation, but with reduced perfor-
mance). The time-slotted example described here
represents a compromise providing intermediate
performance and implementation complexity. For a
fuller discussion of such issues, see Refs. [25,26].

Following the decoding stage, a nonlinear intensity
discriminator or other nonlinearity is needed to dis-
tinguish between properly and improperly decoded
users. This is because the intensity differences seen
in Fig. 8 occur on a time scale too fast to directly
distinguish using electronics. In our work we imple-
ment this nonlinear discrimination function using an
optical amplifier and a highly sensitive fiber-pigtailed
periodically-poled lithium niobate waveguide device
that performs second harmonic generation. At the
output of the nonlinear discriminator, the error-free
data from the selected channel is successfully recov-
ered using a 10 Gbit�s Ethernet photoreceiver. De-
tails may be found in Refs. [27,28].

4. Photonic Processing for Ultrawideband Wireless

In the previous section we showed examples of pho-
tonic processing for manipulation of ultrashort pulses
too fast for direct manipulation via conventional elec-
tronic or optoelectronic means. In this section we
discuss the application of photonic processing for gen-
eration and manipulation of ultrawideband, pulsed
electrical signals, again in a domain where conven-
tional electronic solutions do not yet exist.

Optical pulse shaping can be applied to realize ar-
bitrary waveform generation capability for ultra-
wideband radio-frequency (RF) electrical signals.
Exploiting the well developed optical pulse shaping
technology, an ultrashort optical input pulse is first
shaped as desired, then directed to a fast optical-to-
electrical converter (O�E). By controlling the optical
excitation waveform onto the O�E, programmable
cycle-by-cycle synthesis of burst RF waveforms can
be achieved. This results in a unique technology for
generation of waveforms with instantaneous band-
widths far beyond the reach of commercial electronic
arbitrary waveform generator solutions, whose band-

Fig. 7. Experimental system for four-user O-CDMA system experiments.

Fig. 8. Intensity cross-correlation measurements of properly de-
coded channels 1 to 4 demonstrating the ability to selectively de-
code any of four user channels in spectral phase encoding O-CDMA
experiments.
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widths are limited to 1–2 GHz. Different choices of
pulse shaper configurations, coupled with different
choices of O�E converter technologies, has allowed
demonstrations of waveform generation from the
GHz to the THz. Hence this approach is scalable over
several orders of magnitude in RF frequency. Re-
views are presented in Refs. [29,30].

As an example, here we focus our attention on gen-
eration of subnanosecond RF waveform bursts in the
3.1 to 10.6 GHz band allocated by the Federal Com-
munications Commission (FCC) for ultrawideband
(UWB) wireless communications. Because traditional
grating based optical pulse shapers are generally lim-
ited to generation of waveforms confined to time ap-
ertures of the order of 100 ps, we adopt a modified
generator approach, sketched in Fig. 9(a) [31,32].
Here we rely on the ability to sculpt the optical power
spectrum of a short optical pulse using a pulse
shaper, followed by optical frequency-to-time con-
version in a dispersive medium. Typically in our
experiments, we use �100 fs input pulses from a
mode-locked fiber laser, a reflective-geometry pulse
shaper for modulating the power spectrum, and
�5.5 km of single-mode fiber for dispersion. The fiber
is sufficiently long that its chromatic dispersion pro-
vides a unique mapping from optical wavelength to
temporal position in the output optical intensity
waveform (voltage waveform after O�E conversion).
Figures 9(b) and 9(c) show an example of a shaped
optical power spectrum and the resultant electrical
burst that is frequency hopped from 1.2 GHz to
2.5 GHz to 4.9 GHz [32]. As the data clearly demon-
strate, the generated time-domain RF waveform is a

directly scaled version of the tailored optical power
spectrum. The RF waveform described here, com-
posed of abrupt frequency hops over a several GHz
band on a cycle-by-cycle basis, cannot be generated
with any existing electronic technology.

Such electrical waveform shaping enables a num-
ber of new experimental possibilities. As one exam-
ple, we discuss the use of such electrical waveform
shaping to allow compensation of dispersive effects
due to the antennas used in UWB wireless links. This
work is completely analogous to the optical dispersion
compensation experiments of Subsection 3.A and con-
stitutes the first hardware implementation of disper-
sion compensation in the UWB electrical domain [33].

Antenna dispersion, associated with a frequency-
dependent phase response and hence frequency-
dependent delay, is an important issue in UWB, as
many common antennas that have been optimized for
broadband amplitude response do not exhibit linear
spectral phase (this is especially true for directional
broadband antennas). The concept of optimizing the
antenna feed voltage to obtain desirable temporal
properties in the received waveforms, such as peak
amplitude or minimal duration, has been explored
theoretically [34], but could not previously be tested
experimentally due to lack of waveform generation
capability. Using our photonic generator technology,
we have recently published the first such experi-
ments (setup sketched in Fig. 10), using a pair of
1–12 GHz TEM horn antennas [33]. In these exper-
iments simple (unshaped) voltage drive pulses led to
strongly chirped waveforms spread over a time aper-
ture of many nanoseconds after the receive antenna.
In contrast, by using an appropriately preshaped
drive, we achieved strongly compressed �80 ps pulses
after the receiving antenna. In current work we are
working to extend such precompensation experiments
to much more compact planar or near-planar antenna
structures. Figure 11 shows new unpublished results
on the response of a (minimally dispersive) broadband
planar bow-tie antenna transmitter and a (strongly
dispersive) spiral antenna receiver [35]. Figures 11(a)
and 11(b) show a photonically synthesized drive pulse
with �250 ps duration and 4.5 GHz electrical band-
width around 5 GHz center frequency and the result-

Fig. 9. (Color online) (a) Photonic RF-AWG concept employing
frequency-to-time conversion. (b) Shaped optical power spectrum,
and (c) resultant RF burst showing 1.2–2.5–4.9 GHz frequency
hoping on a cycle-by-cycle basis.

Fig. 10. Schematic setup for experiments in which ultrawideband
electrical pulses are intentionally shaped in order to precompen-
sate dispersion from a broadband antenna pair.
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ing received waveform with �1.4 ns duration and
strong down-chirp. Figure 11(c) shows an up-chirped
precompensation drive waveform designed to have
temporal dispersion opposite to the received wave-
form of Fig. 11(b) while maintaining RF spectral
amplitude and bandwidth. The resulting received
waveform, Fig. 11(d), is substantially compressed, ex-
hibiting virtually no observable chirp, �3� reduction
in duration (to 490 ps), and �3� increase in received
peak voltage. The ability to precompensate antenna
distortions should significantly extend the choices of
antenna structures that can be applied to UWB wire-
less.

5. Conclusion

In summary, I have given a brief introduction to ul-
trafast optical waveform generation and processing
based on parallel manipulation in the optical Fourier
domain. In addition to applications to optics, recent
progress in extending these technologies to ultra-
wideband, radio-frequency electrical signals was also
discussed. This line of research may be considered as
an analog of Fourier processing concepts known in
the context of spatial domain optical signals from the
1960s, but now applied to the ultrafast time domain
where electronic technologies are not expected to
compete in the foreseeable future.

This work was performed in collaboration with
numerous students and colleagues at Purdue Uni-
versity, whose contributions are gratefully ac-
knowledged. This work was supported in part by
the National Science Foundation under grant
0501366-ECS, the Army Research Office under
grant DAAD19-03-1-0275, and DARPA under grant
MDA972-03-1-0014.
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